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Presentation Notes

This section itemizes the points raised throughout the presentation.

• Within the domain of artificial limbs, uncertainty can comprise:

– Sensor failure

– Rough usage

– Environmental concerns such as perspiration, temperature change, and movement between
limb and socket

• Crosstalk between other muscle groups may reduce trust

– Signal filtering discussed as a possible measure to alleviate this concern

• Application challenges

– Integration of software and hardware may be a concern

∗ At time of paper, GPU can only connect to a PC via a PCI-express slot

∗ Operating time a concern (i.e. how long the patient uses the artificial limb)

– Compactness of system can be an issue with respect to amount of operating time, specif-
ically in that a bulkier battery will increase the overall size and weight of the system

– The real-time nature of the software poses a challenge in that it must continually perform
quickly and correctly

– Single EMG signals cannot be relied upon, as they may trigger an unintentional activation
of the limb

∗ Solution is to use pattern recognition among many signals

• Trust issues can comprise:

– Motion artifacts

– Baseline noise
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– Change in amplitude of signal

– Saturation of signal

– Loss of contact between sensor and limb

Discussion Notes

This section itemizes the points of discussion following the presentation.

• The unpredictable need for re-training the classifier system was discussed

– Risk inclusive to run-time re-training was discussed by the class. Specifically, accuracy,
timing, and trustworthiness of re-training based on live data were mentioned as trust
issues to be overcome

• Brief discussion regarding the experimental implementation

– Question raised as to why the patient’s “working” leg was not sampled, as that may yield
further insight into the intention of the user

• Other applications instead of artificial limbs:

– Implementation within a vehicle would not be trustworthy to the majority of users

– Control of a wheelchair may be less risky as it operates at a lower speed

– Possibility of applications to robot training discussed as another alternative

Open Questions

This section presents open points that were not directly answered.

• Do patients with paralysis still send EMG signals?

• Is calculating the trust metric correct for this application? Are there better approaches for
evaluating trustworthiness of a system?

• Is there a level of invasiveness from the sensor that would balance quality of the signal vs
impact on the person (i.e., internal vs external sensors)
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